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                                                          By: A Critical Thinker   Friday, June 23, 2017 

 

Go Golem 
 

A Necessary Preamble  
 

I was in a writer's group some years ago.  And we'd gather every Monday to read, 
recite and critique each other's work.  Poems, short stories, novels and memoirs 
would grace our eyes.  A fellow writer submitted his work entitled, "Come Golem."  
We read it.  The group liked it.  I hated it.  I was livid.  The poem was adorned with 
beauty and love but disguised its true nature.  It was Zionist propaganda dressed 
up as poetry.  Disgusting.     
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 Why did I find it disgusting?  It hid the truth of the Zionists' (now) almost 70-
year occupation of Palestine.  Mainstream media routinely tells us that the 
Israel/Palestine conflict is a complicated issue.  It isn't.  It's simple: Its' one group 
stealing/colonizing another group's land.  We're told the Palestinians are 
"terrorists."  They're not.  They're fighting back; like the Irish, French, Visigoths, 
Vandals, any African tribe, and any number of Native peoples before them.  Some 
still now: hey, you would, too.  He was clearly covering-up this invading mentality. 
 

The writer had based his poem on the idea of The Golem.  This classic 
Jewish folkloric story began in the 16th century.  Rabbi Loew had molded clay, 
water, fire and air into a man, invoked some magical words and then, voila!  He 
was alive!  Alive!  This behemoth was an automaton.  He was created to defend 
the Jewish people only.  He was designed to fight against their enemies and then, 
according to the writer's vision, after much bloodshed, happily babysit their 
children.  This was the poem the writer offered to us. 

  

Disgust turned into inspiration.  And that gave me a very different 
viewpoint.  What I've written below gives you a glimpse into what I presented 
years ago.  I made the Golem…human. 

 

Unfortunately, the Zionist poet wasn't there when I distributed copies of 
"Go Golem" to the others, [sigh], but the group perused it anyway.  The look on a 
few of the Zionist's faces who were there, oh… priceless.  

 

Reality punched them in their psychopathic, Hasbara-spewing faces! 
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Go Golem.  Go. 

See a ball without a boy.   See a doll without a girl. 

Listen to a chiming e-mail, unanswered.  

Go & YouTube, "Peace, Propaganda, and the Promised Land." 

Go & read Miko Peled's "The General's Son." 

Go & query "How can someone be penalized, in some European countries, for 

critical discussion about the Holocaust?" 

Go & read Norman Finkelstein’s "The Holocaust Industry." 

Go & ask "Why does the 'Anti-Semitism Awareness Act' of 2016, ban analytical 

debate on college campuses regarding Israel?" 

 

Go Golem.  Go. 

Observe rubbled homes and fallow fields. 

Wail at the Western Wall about your people's destructive delusions of grandeur. 

Go & YouTube "Israelis: Do you believe that gentiles (goys) will be slaves for the 

Jews?" 

Go & read the Tanakh, Pentateuch, Bible, Torah, Talmud, Zohar, Gemera, 

Kabballah, Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, King’s Torah (Torat HaMelech) 

& realize they really believe it’s their God-given right to rule over everyone. 

Go & be stunned by the irony of conscience Israelis moving to—wait for it—

Germany! 

Go & be verbally blasted by "They're suicide-bombing us! They're suicide-bombing 

us! They're suicide-bombing us! They're suicide-bombing us!"  With nary a thought 

about the Nakba, 1st or 2nd Intifadas, detentions, rapes, hospital destructions, 

land seizures, Palestinians as human shields, etc. 

Google a List of Jewish Expulsions. Then, Jews expelled from Guatemala to see why. 

Go & inquire "Why is it that they can parody, insult, and label other groups but 

when it's done to their group, it's 'Anti-Semitism' or 'hate speech'?!" 
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Go Golem.  Go. 

Yard-up in Gaza: Feel the White Phosphorous rain as it scorches your skin. 

Go & commiserate with both Palestinian and Israeli mothers. 

Go & YouTube and/or read Edwin Black's "The Transfer Agreement." 

Go & read Jenny Peto’s "The Victimhood of the Powerful." 

Go & be bombarded by Auschwitz, "6 million," & pogroms but rarely hear about 

the Holodomor, or Trail of Tears, or the Ainu or the Romani people or the Dalits. 

Question: Why is the German's "Master Race" depicted as inherently evil but, the 

Jewish "Chosen People" isn't? 

Go & ponder the claim that "Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East," but 

clearly what's not stated is that it’s a democracy strictly for the Jewish people. Not 

the Palestinians (the true historical inhabitants of the land), nor the Bedouins 

(been there a loooong time), neither the Ethiopian Falashas (who are probably the 

REAL Jews). 

 

Go Golem.  Go. 

Usurp the pimply-faced, newly conscripted "gods of the gate." 

Survey the map of Israel as a Palestinian teenager pock-marked by Israeli acne. 

Go & read Nathan Lean's "The Islamophobia Industry: How the Right 

Manufactures Fear of Muslims."  Notice how the Zionists breed this hate.   

Go & retrieve ISIS flags—found on two different occasions (Oct 2014 & Jan 

2016)—in Israel.  It’s funny how ISIS only attacks Muslims & Arab countries, eh? 

Go & prove that without a doubt, the Zionist Jews, the Mossad, tribal sayanim, 

and some inside Americans, were entirely responsible for 9/11.  And that ISIS is 

the Mossad, an Israeli Secret Service organization. 

Go & Rah!-Rah!-Rah! the Anti-Zionists—Jews and non-Jews alike—for their 

fortitude, intelligence and humanity.  People like: Max Blumenthal, Ken O'Keefe, 

Alison Weir, Jenny Peto, Ali Abunimah, etc.  And groups like: the BDS movement, 

Shministim, Breaking the Silence, and thankfully, many others. 
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Go Golem.  Go. 

Break bread with the Palestinians.  Touch a torso with ragged stumps. 

Google Rabbi Judah Magnes & see what Palestine/Israel should have been. 

Go & quote "the conscience of Israel," the late, eminent Jewish Professor 

Yeshayahu Leibowitz, that the international community would conclude that: 

"Israel would not deserve to exist, and it will not be worthwhile to preserve it."  

Go & YouTube, "Prof. Leibowitz: There are Judeo-Nazis. Israel Represents the 

Darkness of a State Body." 

Go back—way, way back—& witness your people committing authentic 

Holocausts against the Amalekites, Hittites, Girgashites, Amorites, and Canaanites. 

Go & vibrate on a Caterpillar D-9 bulldozer as it crushes Rachel Corrie. 

Go & tabulate the loans, grants & military aid Israel has received from America, 

Canada and other countries since before & after its official beginning in 1948. 

 

Go Golem.  Go. 

See land deeds, charred and living room walls, bulleted. 

Go & Google "Israel supports Hamas," or "Israel supports the Palestinian 

Authority," or "Israel supports the Islamic Jihad," by giving money and weapons to 

these subcontracting, occupation-helping, media-hyped, so-called "enemies." 

Go & YouTube the "Sharmuta Video" of a crazed female Settler harassing 

Palestinian women in Hebron.  

Go & read Israel Shahak's "Jewish History, Jewish Religion: The Weight of Three 

Thousand Years."  And his "Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel." 

Go & read about your people's involvement in the African Slave Trade in "The 

Secret Relationship between Blacks and Jews" both Volumes One and Two. And/or 

read "Jews Selling Blacks: Slave Sale Advertising by American Jews." 

Go & be horrified by DIME as it mutilates and tears tissue from the flesh. 

Go & investigate the collaboration between the Nazis and the Zionists. 
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Go & juxtapose the atrocities of the Nazis, the Communists, and the Zionists.  

Determine: Who is/was the worst? 

 

Nazis * 
(Adolph Hitler)  

Communists * 
(Lazar Kaganovich)  

Zionists * 
(Theodor Herzl) 
 

Money (they 

generate-internally) 
   

Money (they receive 

from others-externally) 
   

Longevity (they 

exist(ed) from when to 
when) 

   

Politicians (those who 

support them) 
   

Murders (self-

explanatory—how 
many people did/have 
they kill(ed)?) 

   

Propaganda (what 

they want us to believe 
& who we're to fear) 

   

History (founders & 

how it started) 
   

* NOTE: Some of the Nazis ("Jewish Kapos"), most or some of the Communists, and all or most of the 

Zionists were/are Jewish.  Please use additional paper, if necessary. 
 

Come, Golem.  Come.  Now, sit.  Wipe the tears from your eyes. 

You've been deeply unmoored by facts, proof, evidence, and Truth. 

But be strengthened by what you’ve learned.  Now, imbue Yom Kippur (Day of 

Atonement) with renewed gravitas and verve. 

And do not let anger persuade you.  You can change.  You must change.  For your 

own sake.  And for the sake of your people. 

You are now human.  Be humane.   
 

Shalom.  For real.  For all. 


